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QUESTION 1

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) project by using the Project Deployment Mode. The
project will be deployed to an SSIS catalog folder where Environments have already been created. 

You need to deploy the project. 

A. Use an event handler for OnError for the package. 

B. Use an event handler for OnError for each data flow task. 

C. Use an event handler for OnTaskFailed for the package. 

D. View the job history for the SQL Server Agent job. 

E. View the All Messages subsection of the All Executions report for the package. 

F. Store the System::SourceID variable in the custom log table. 

G. Store the System::ServerExecutionID variable in the custom log table. 

H. Store the System::ExecutionInstanceGUID variable in the custom log table. 

I. Enable the SSIS log provider for SQL Server for OnError in the package control flow. 

J. Enable the SSIS log provider for SQL Server for OnTaskFailed in the package control flow. 

K. Deploy the project by using dtutil.exe with the /COPY DTS option. 

L. Deploy the project by using dtutil.exe with the /COPY SQL option. 

M. Deploy the .ispac file by using the Integration Services Deployment Wizard. 

N. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the SSISDB.catalog.validate_project stored procedure. 

O. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the SSISDB.catalog.validate_package stored procedure. 

P. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the SSISDB.catalog.create_execution and
SSISDB.catalog.*tart_execution stored procedures. 

Q. Create a table to store error information. Create an error output on each data flow destination that writes OnError
event text to the table. 

R. Create a table to store error information. Create an error output on each data flow destination that writes
OnTaskFailed event text to the table. 

Correct Answer: M 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package. 

The package control flow will contain many tasks. The tasks will execute consecutively and none will execute more than
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once. Certaingroups of tasks will share variable and transaction scope. 

You need to group tasks together while enabling them to be collapsed and expanded as a group. 

Which item should you use from the SSIS Toolbox? (To answer, select the appropriate item in the answer area.) 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 3

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) project that contains a project Connection Manager and
multiple packages. 

All packages in the project must connect to the same database. The server name for the database must be set by using
a parameter named ServerParam when any package in the project is executed. 

A. Set the Sensitive property of the parameter to True. 

B. Edit each package Connection Manager. Set the ServerName property to @[$Project::ServerParam]. 

C. Edit the project Connection Manager in Solution Explorer. Set the ServerName property to
@[$Project::ServerParam]. 
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D. Create a project parameter named ServerName. 

E. Create a package parameter named ServerName in each package. 

F. Set the Required property of the parameter to True. 

Correct Answer: BDF 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Service (SSIS) package. The package loads a customer dimension table
by using a data flow task. 

Changes to the customer attributes must be tracked over time. 

You need to produce a checksum value to identify the rows that have changed since the last Extract, Transform and
Load (ETL) process execution. You need to use the least amount of development effort to achieve this goal. 

Which transformation should you use? (To answer, select the appropriate transformation in the answer area.) 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) project with multiple packages to copy data to a Windows
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Azure SQL Database database. An automated process must validate all related Environment references, parameter
data types, package references, and referenced assemblies. The automated process must run on a regular schedule. 

You need to establish the automated validation process by using the least amount of administrative effort. 

A. Use an event handler for OnError for the package. 

B. Use an event handler for OnError for each data flow task. 

C. Use an event handler for OnTaskFailed for the package. 

D. View the job history for the SQL Server Agent job. 

E. View the All Messages subsection of the All Executions report for the package. 

F. Store the System::SourceID variable in the custom log table. 

G. Store the System::ServerExecutionID variable in the custom log table. 

H. Store the System::ExecutionInstanceGUID variable in the custom log table. 

I. Enable the SSIS log provider for SQL Server for OnError in the package control flow. 

J. Enable the SSIS log provider for SQL Server for OnTaskFailed in the package control flow. 

K. Deploy the project by using dtutil.exe with the /COPY DTS option. 

L. Deploy the project by using dtutil.exe with the /COPY SQL option. 

M. Deploy the .ispac file by using the Integration Services Deployment Wizard. 

N. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the SSISDB.catalog.validate_project stored procedure. 

O. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the SSISDB.catalog.validate_package stored procedure. 

P. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the SSISDB.catalog.create_execution and
SSISDB.catalog.*tart_execution stored procedures. 

Q. Create a table to store error information. Create an error output on each data flow destination that writes OnError
event text to the table. 

R. Create a table to store error information. Create an error output on each data flow destination that writes
OnTaskFailed event text to the table. 

Correct Answer: N 
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